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Provider identification
University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover, Foundation
Bünteweg 2
30559 Hannover
Tel.: +49 511 953-60
Fax: +49 511 953-8050
E-Mail: presse@tiho-hannover.de
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Vat registration number: DE 233060166

The University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover is a foundation under the public law. It is legally represented by its president Dr. Dr. h. c. mult. Gerhard Greif.

The competent supervisory authority is the foundation board (§§ 59, 60 para. 2 sentence 2 no.7 NHG) of the University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover Foundation, Bünteweg 2, 30559 Hannover.

Sonja von Brethorst, Head of Press and Public Relation, carries the textual responsibility with exception of the responsibility for the sites of the individual universities. These are carried by the persons responsible for the individual university facilities.

Liability
All the information given on this Internet site was carefully verified. We endeavor to expand and update this range of information on an ongoing basis. However, we cannot guarantee the completeness, correctness and absolute up-to-dateness of the information. The University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover makes this information available without any sort of explicit or implicit promise or guarantee. The University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover excludes any liability for any kind of damage the exhibitor may incur directly or indirectly from the use of this website, as far as they are not attributable to intention or gross negligence on the University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover.

References and Links
In the case of direct or indirect reference to any and all third party Internet websites (“Links”) which lie outside the responsibility of the University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover, a liability obligation would come into force only in the event that the University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover had knowledge of the content and when it would have been technically possible and appropriate for it to prevent usage of illegal contents. The University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover hereby expressly declares that, at the time of the linking, no illegal contents were recognizable on the pages that were to be linked. The University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover has no influence over the current or future design, content or copyright of hyperlinked web pages. Therefore it particularly dissociates itself from all contents of all interlinked/connected sides which were changed after the links were set.

This ascertainment is valid for all links and references published within our own internet presentation. For illegal, faulty or incomplete contents and particularly for damages which result from the use or not use of information presented suchly alone the supplier of the side is liable, was referred to which ones, not the one, this one about links on the respective one publication merely refers.

License
The University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover would like to present itself to you via this informative website. All intellectual property, patents, trademarks and copyrights on this website are protected. This website does not constitute a license to use the intellectual property of the University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover or any other third party.

Applicable Law
All information or data, their use, logging into the University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover website and all actions connected with the University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover website are subject exclusively to German law.

Realization
The Website www.tiho-hannover.de was realized using the most current version of the royalty-free TYPO3 Content Management System. The editorial system was extended and individualized by the development of own modules and extensions. Conception, web design, realization and optimization were made by TYPO3 Agentur wendweb.

wendweb GmbH
Werftstraße 17
30163 Hannover
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